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Welsh to Make Drunk-Friendly Streets
Comments: 0

Posted by samzenpus on Friday July 25, @03:43PM
Scientists in Wales have run out of things to study so they are designing
streets to be more "drunk friendly" in the hopes of reducing conflicts and
violence. After going to the streets of Cardiff, breathalyzing locals and
studying their behavior, it was discovered a quarter of the people
encountered were so drunk they were staggering. Feeding this info into their
computer model, they came to a staggering conclusion that drunk people
trip over things. The researchers plan to investigate how moving street
obstacles or increasing pedestrianization might ease congestion around
nightspots. Study leader Simon Moore, from the University of Cardiff, said
"Drunks become irritants because they slow people's progress towards their
goal. They may then become targets of violence." The solution to this
problem is obviously alleys full of bean bags and blankets.
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